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Overview
IBM® Rational® Publishing Engine automates document generation from Rational solutions and select
third-party tools. You can use Rational Publishing Engine to automate the generation of documents for ad
hoc use, formal reviews, contractual obligations or regulatory compliance. Built-in capabilities extract
data from a range of data sources to help reduce manual work and risk of errors.
Document publishing automation improves quality while reducing cost and risk
Rational Publishing Engine 2.0.1 Release Highlights
This latest release continues the work started with 2.0 with a focus on usability and reuse:
1. Improved collaboration through document sharing
2. Simplified installation
3. Group artifacts
4. Core capabilities update
5. Output fixes and improvements
6. Stabilize the new components
Rational Publishing Engine 2.0 Release Highlights
This major release is focused on improving usability and reuse through an all new Web UI to improve
every one’s experience producing high fidelity project documents
1. No coding knowledge or additional configuration required
2. Built-in library support
3. Report designers can quickly create reports from existing or upload new templates.
4. Find the assets that you want to work with by tagging, pagination, sorting or searching.
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Exercises
You can choose the exercises to complete based on your interests.
1. Exercise 1 introduces you to the RPE interface. It is a good exercise to complete if you have
never used RPE before. If you are familiar with the interface, you can choose to skip this first
exercise and proceed to exercise 2.
2. Exercise 2 is a simple exercise for building a RPE template from a DOORS Next Generation
(DNG) requirements module.
3. Exercise 3 introduces the concepts necessary for building traceability with RPE and the
Reportable REST APIs of CLM.
4. Exercise 4 explores the novel way in which traceability documents can be created using RPE and
Jazz Reporting Service (JRS).
5. Exercise 5 demonstrates some of RPE’s formatting capabilities including master pages,
stylesheets and document regions.
6. Exercise 6 builds a test document from a RQM Test Plan
7. Exercise 7 creates the work item list from an RTC Sprint
8. Exercise 8 continues the work started in exercise 6 and uses the Reportable REST APIs to add
details to the backbone provided by JRS
9. Exercise 9 introduces the new RPE Web UI interface
10. Exercise 10 shows how to create and run RPE reports in the RPE Web UI

A document containing the URLs and scripts for the exercises is available in
c:\labfiles\reporting

2
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Noteworthy
A defect in the RPE Launcher perspective in Document Studio prevents Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V keys from
functioning. To copy/paste you need to use the context menu (right click).
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Exercise 1: Exploring the Rational Publishing
Engine Desktop Interface
Rational Publishing Engine’s main artifacts are:


Document template (*.dta) – a reusable artifact



Document specification/Report (*.dsx) – connects one or more templates with data and additional
formatting provided through Word stylesheets.
The terms Document specification and Report are equivalent and used
interchangeably in RPE.
Note:

The desktop part of Rational Publishing Engine is comprised of two parts:


RPE Launcher – create and run document specifications



RPE Document Studio – design and test document templates

RPE Launcher
Open RPE Launcher
Start RPE Launcher using the Desktop icon or the Start Menu.

As RPE Launcher opens the Publish wizard starts automatically to help run existing reports or create new
ones.

4
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1. Use the Create new option and optionally provide a name and description for your report.

a.
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2. Click Next and from the list of predefined templates select requisitepro.dta from XML/examples.
Click Add selected to add the template to the report. When you have at least 1 template added to
the report the Next button becomes enabled.

a.

6
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3. In the next screen click Yes, configure and/or generate the report now.
4. In the next screen you must select the data to be used in the report and the output formats. For the
data part click Browse. Navigate to the RPE installation folder and select RequirementsPR.xml.

a.

b.
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5. Select the output node and clear all options except the PDF one.

a.

8
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6. The last screen of the wizard summarizes your options.

a.

7. Click Finish and the document generation will start. The progress bar helps you track what
happens and the console view provides additional details on progress. You can explore the report
and see the individual properties of the document outputs or data sources in the properties view.
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RPE Document Studio
Open Document Studio
Start Document Studio using the desktop icon or the Start menu.

With the Load from library option selected, pick requisitepro.dta template under
XML/examples.

10
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RPE Document Studio opens the template and you can observe its components as well as the content of
the template. The components are:

You can test the templates you are building by producing documents directly from Document Studio. You
must first switch to the Launcher perspective by using the toolbar button.
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In the Launcher perspective you need to specify the data that the template uses. Click on the DS1 data
source in the Document Specification view and select the Requirements_PR.xml file in the URI property.

You can run the document generation using the Generate Document button from the toolbar menu.

12
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Once finished you should return to the RPE Studio perspective by using the appropriate toolbar button.

Tip: The Generate Document toolbar menu is available in the Document Studio perspective

as well. Once you have configured the test report you do not need to switch back to the
Launcher perspective to run the document generation.
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Exercise 2: Create a requirements document
In this exercise you will learn how to create a document from IBM Rational DOORS Next Generation and how to follow links within the same product.

Create a new Document Template
Open Document Studio.
If Document Studio is already running you should close any open templates. If you
have opened one of the Out Of the Box templates you should choose to not save the changes.
Note:

Create a new template using the File menu option in Document Studio.

Tip: You should provide a name and a description for your template to document it. The

name is also used by RPE the first time the template is saved.

Add a data source for the DNG Modules
In order to use data in a report you must first “tell” RPE what the data looks like. You do this by adding
the data source schema to the template.
RPE uses the schema of the data when building the template. The actual data is used
only when the document is generated. This makes the template reusable across multiple data
instances.
Note:

14
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Each product that supports RPE offers a schema of its data as part of its Reportable API. RPE keeps a list
of the most commonly used API for easy access in the Add Data Source wizard under the Data menu.

On the second page of the wizard select DNG Module from the list of predefined data sources. In the
Schema field replace https://[host]:[port] with https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443 like this:

When prompted to authenticate use the credentials marco/marco and OAuth for the authentication type.
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Finish the wizard and the data source is added to your template. You can see the data source in the Data
Source view in Document Studio.

Add elements to print the module name and description
From the palette, select the container element and add it to the template.
Tip: Containers are used to organize your template, especially for holding data queries. Use

them as often as needed as they have no impact on the output.

16
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In the data source view expand the datasource/artifact node in the tree. Drag the artifact node from the
data source view onto the container you just created.
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Inside the container, create a paragraph and on the paragraph drag the title element under artifact from
the data source view. When prompted by RPE, select that you want the element to be used as value.

Your template should look like this now.

Save the template
Save your template in c:\labfiles\reporting\Exercise 2.dta
Tip: Save often.

18
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Configure, run and save the report
Configure the test report
The template is ready to be tested and for this you need the data source information.
1. Save the template.
2. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective.
3. Select the DNG Module in the Report tree.
4. Introduce the URL of the “Access an account” module in the URI field in the Property view. See
below for how to obtain the URL.
5. Use the same credentials and OAuth method you used when adding the schema to the template.
Tip: Test often especially after adding data queries and properties.
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Each point product documents how to obtain the Reportable REST URL of its artifacts. To obtain the
URI of a DNG module you need to do the following:
1. Log in to DNG
2. Open the “Access an account” module example
3. Copy the link shown in the pop-up dialog up to the ?oslc_config part. The URL should look like
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/rm/resources/_7ade87b284a54efe8f81966ce1f5e918
4. Replace resources with publish/test?resourceURI to obtain a new URL that looks like this:
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/rm/publish/modules?resourceURI=_7ade87b284a54efe8f81966c
e1f5e918

Save and test the report
1. Save the report as Exercise 2.dsx in c:\labfiles\reporting
2. Perform the document generation using the Generate document toolbar button and observe the
output.

20
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Add elements to iterate requirement
With the module title in the document it’s time to add the requirements.
1. Create a new container under the root one and name it requirements. Name the container in the
properties view under the General section.
Tip: Names are useful as they help document the template.

2. Add the data/source/module/contextBinding query on the requirements container.
3. Add a paragraph inside the container
4. Drag title from under the contextBinding node in the data source view on the newly created
paragraph.
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Test the report
Run the report again and observe the results. The output document contains now the title of each
requirement in addition to the module title.

Add requirement details
The requirement information present in the DNG Module data source is usually not enough. Additional
details, like the rich text of the requirement, are available at the URLs stored in the module context
binding.

22
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Add a data source for requirement details
To access the requirement details you need to first add a new data source of type DNG Text.
1. Open the Add data source wizard
2. Select the DNG Text predefined data source.
3. Modify the URL to point to the clm.jkebanking.net server.

Dynamically configure the DNG Text data source
Unlike the DNG Module data source, the DNG Text one does not have to be configured statically by the
report user. Instead this data source will be automatically configured by RPE using information from the
DNG Module data source. The automatic configuration is done using the Dynamic Data Source element.
The term DDS will be used in the rest of the lab to denote a Dynamic Data Source element.
1. Add a Dynamic Data Source element from the palette
2. Drag the DNG Text data source from the outline view on the DDS element.

The DDS is used to access the details for each requirement (one at a time) using the requirement URL
stored in the module.
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1. Select the DDS element
2. In the Properties view, click the URI button under the Dynamic configuration tab.
3. Click the … button to open the value editor

The link for the requirement details is stored in the “about” property of the
contextBinding. However that URL cannot be used directly. We need to derive a different
URL from it, which is the URL of the Reportable REST representation of the requirement.
This manipulation resumes at replacing a particular segment of the URL as shown below.
Note:

24
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4. In the editor select the Script Expression tab and enter the script to convert the URL
a. Requirement URL:
https://clm.jkebanining.net:9443/rm/resources/_d29b5a3aadb242ccae6595568eced24c
b. Reportable REST URL:
https://clm.jkebanining.net:9443/rm/publish/text?resourceURI=_d29b5a3aadb242ccae6
595568eced24c

The second part of configuring the DNG Text is the authentication. We could have the report user enter
the credentials in the report but that is not needed since the DNG Module credentials can be reused.
1. Select the DDS element.
2. Click the Inherited data configuration button in the Data tab from the Properties view.
3. Select DNG Module from the list.
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Add elements to print the requirement text
The DNG Text data source is now fully configured and we can use it in the template.
1. Add a container named requirement details immediately after the DDS
2. Drag on it the dataSource/artifact/content query from the DNG Text data source.

3. Add a text element inside the requirement details.
4. Drag the div property on it and select to use it as a value when prompted by RPE.
5. Delete the paragraph containing the contextBinding/title as that information is now redundant

26
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Hide dynamically configured data sources
If you run the report now you will notice a message from RPE warning that not all data sources are
configured. The message is raised as there is no configuration information provided for the DNG Text
data source in the report.

Since the entire configuration is done dynamically in the template you can safely ignore the error when
prompted by RPE. The better solution is to hide altogether the data source from the report user.
1. Select the DNG Text data source in the outline view
2. Select hidden in the Configuration required property.
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Make the module title stand out in the document
1. Right-click in the paragraph holding the module title.
2. Select Title from the style sub-menu.

Result
Test your report again and observe the results.

28
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Exercise 3: Creating a traceability document with
RPE
In this exercise we will create a document listing all the test cases and their associated requirements and
work items. The purpose is to get familiar with following traceability links using the OSLC and
Reportable REST APIs of the point products.

Prepare to start
If Document Studio is not open or you do not have the artifacts from the previous exercises loaded please
do the following:
1. Open Document Studio.
2. Close all templates and documents.
3. Create a new document template.
4. Log in CLM 6.0.1

Add test data
The document will start with the test data, more precisely the test cases. Add the RQM Feed data source
using the Add Data Source wizard you have used before. Name the data source QM Test Cases.
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1. Create a new container named testcases.
2. Set its query to feed/entry/content/testcase.

With the query in place you can now print the test case’s properties. Do the following:
1. Add a paragraph called test case details.
2. Inside the test case details paragraph create 3 text elements:
a. Drag the webid property from the Data Source View on the first text element and select
to use it as value.
b. Drag the title property on the third text element and select to use it as value.
c. Double-click the new text element and set its content to a single white space.

30
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Save the template
Save the template in c:\labfiles\reporting as Exercise 3.dta.

Configure, run and save the report
Configure the report
Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective using the toolbar icon. Once in the Launcher perspective select
the QM Test Cases data source and introduce the following in the data source:
1. URI:
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.service.IIntegrationService/resources/
JKE+Banking+%28Quality+Management%29/testcase?abbreviate=false&calmlinks=true

2. User name: marco
3. Password: marco
4. Authentication method: OAuth

Run the report
Run the report using the Generate Document button from the toolbar. The output should contain the id
and title of all the test cases from the QM JKE Banking project
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Adding the traceability information
The QM data contains the links to the related requirements and work items. The next steps are to follow
those links and retrieve the information we need for the document.

Adding the requirements information
For requirements we will not actually follow the traceability link. We will only print a hyperlink to the
DNG Requirement using the requirement’s title as the hyperlink text.
Tip: You can easily enhance this and include the actual DNG Requirement text using the

same principle used in Exercise 2 when following links from DNG Modules to DNG
Requirements.
1. Under the testcases container create a new container called linked requirements.
2. Drag feed/entry/content/testcase/requirement on top of the linked requirements container.
3. Create a paragraph inside linked requirements.
4. Create a text element inside the paragraph and set its content to Requirement:
5. Apply italic formatting to the text using the context menu or pressing Ctrl+I.
6. Create a hyperlink inside the paragraph.
7. Assign the internal hyperlink style to the hyperlink using the context menu or by dragging the
mentioned style from the Outline view onto the hyperlink.
8. Drag the href attribute from the data source view on top of the hyperlink.

9. Select the hyperlink and expand the Specific tab in the Properties view.

32
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10. Open the editor using the indicated button and assign the summary attribute as the value to be
used for the hyperlink’s display.

Run the report
Run the report using the Generate Document button from the toolbar.

Adding the work item information
We will follow links to the work items and for each we will print the title, type, state and description.

Follow the traceability links to RTC
1. Under the testcases container create a new container called linked workitems.
2. Drag feed/entry/content/testcase/workitem on top of linked workitems.
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3. Add a new data source to the report called RTC Workitems. Use the appropriate entry from the
predefined list in the Add Data Source menu. We will use this data source to follow the links to
Rational Team Concert (RTC).

4. Create a Dynamic Data Source inside the linked workitems query.
5. Drag the RTC Workitems data source from the outline view on the DDS.
6. Select the DDS and go to the Data tab.
7. Set the value of the Inherited data configuration to QM Test cases.

34
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8. The URI of the linked work item is in the href property but that URL cannot be used directly as it
is the OSLC URL of the work item. However we can use that URL to derive the reportable REST
URL.
a. Select Dynamic configuration.
b. Click on the … button of the URI property
c. Switch to the script expression tab.
d. Drag the @href property from under $3 in the editing area.
e. Set the script expression to be the one printed below.
href.replace( "resource/itemName/com.ibm.team.workitem.WorkItem", "rpt/repository/workitem/workItem/id");

Print the work item information
We want to print the work item type, id, title and description.
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1. Create a new container after the DDS but still inside the linked workitems container. Name it
workitem details.
2. Drag the workitem/workItem query from the RTC Workitems data source onto the new
container.
3. Create a paragraph inside the workitem details container
4. Create 4 text elements inside the paragraph
a. Drag the type element from the RTC Workitems data source on the first text element.
RPE will create a query for it on the text element.
b. Drag the name property of the type element on the same text element. RPE will use the
property as the value of the text element.

c. Set the content of the second text element to a single empty space.
d. Drag the webid property of the workitem on the 3rd text element.
e. Set the content of the 4th text element to a single empty space.
f.

Drag the summary property of the workitem on the 5 th text element

5. Create another paragraph inside workitem details.
6. Drag the description property of the workitem on top of the new paragraph. Select to use it as a
value and RPE will create a new text element with this property set as its value.

Create an empty line between test cases
1. Create a paragraph inside the testcases container.
Note:

Make sure this paragraph is not inside the linked workitems container.

2. Inside the new paragraph, add a text element with the content set to a single white space.

36
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Final test
Running the report from the Generate document toolbar icon will produce a document looking like this.
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Exercise 4: Creating a traceability document with
RPE and JRS
In this exercise we will create a document listing all the test cases and their associated requirements and
work items. The purpose is to get familiar with following traceability links using JRS as the data provider
for RPE and to compare the ease of use of querying and aggregating traceability data in JRS versus doing
the same using the Reportable REST API.
As you will notice in the exercise, JRS cannot provide all the details needed for the
document as rich text and images are typically unavailable. So in practice JRS is used to build
the backbone of the document (the linked resources) while the Reportable REST API is used
as needed to bring in the details.
Note:

Prepare to start
If Document Studio is not open or you do not have the artifacts from the previous exercises loaded please
do the following:
1. Open Document Studio.
2. Close all templates and documents.
3. Create a new document template.
4. Log in to JRS at https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/rs.

Create the query
In this step of the exercise we build the data for the RPE document using JRS. If you already have a JRS
query that contains traceability information you can use it.
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1. Create a new JRS report.

2. Select Current data.

3. Select all projects in the Limit Scope section.
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4. Use Test Case as the starting resource.

5. Add the traceability link to work items.

6. Set the traceability link as Optional to ensure all test cases are printed, regardless if they have
associated work items or not.

7. Click Continue until you are taken to the Format Data page.
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8. Make the following changes in the selected columns:
a. Delete the Project field.
b. Add the State property for the test cases.

c. Add the Type and Status properties for Work Items.

d. Set the Sort Type for the Test Case ID to Ascending to have the report data sorted.
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e. Use the up and down arrows to obtain the following attribute list.

9. Click Continue.
10. Name your report Test Case and Workitems and save it.
11. Go to My reports, select your newly created report and run it. Observe the results.
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Export the query and use it with RPE
Export to RPE
12. From the report page select the Export to Rational Publishing Engine option.

13. Download the .dta and .dsx files from the page that JRS opens. Save them in c:\labfiles\reporting
using the names given by JRS.

Run the report in RPE
14. In Document Studio open the template:
a. Select the option to upgrade the template to RPE Template version 2.
15. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective.
16. Open the document specification.
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17. Select the data source and in the Properties view provide your credentials while setting the
authentication method to Basic.

18. Save and run the RPE report.

Modify the template
If you compare this with the process you followed in Exercise 3 the simplification of the data querying is
obvious. Additionally by looking at the schema in the .dta file you will notice that the structure is simpler
and friendlier for document generation. With the complexity of the data query behind us you can focus on
formatting.
1. Switch to the Document Studio perspective
2. Select the table header row.
3. In the Properties view set the Row repeat at page beginning to true.

4. Add color coding to the Test Case state and to the Work Item status as shown in exercise 4.
5. Set the Work Item type property to italic.
6. Drag the InternalHyperlink style from the Outline view to the two Hyperlink elements
generated by RPE.
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Exercise 5: Formatting a document
In this exercise we will go through some techniques for formatting documents. The template from
Exercise 2 is used as the starting point but you can use any of the templates from the previous exercises.

Prepare to start
If Document Studio is not open or you do not have the artifacts from the previous exercises loaded please
do the following:
1. Open Document Studio.
2. Close all templates and documents.
3. Open Exercise 2.dta and Exercise 2.dsx.

4. (optional) Log into CLM 6.0.1
5. Test the report to verify everything is running and note the appearance of the document.

Add headers and footers to the document
Most formal documents have headers and footers. In RPE the headers and footers are introduced through
Master Pages.

Create the master page
1. Create a master page and name it MP1.
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2. Document Studio automatically selects the Master Page tab in the editor.

Create the header
3. Create a paragraph in the header.
4. Create a text element and set its value to Requirements Document (or any other value you
want).
5. Right-align the paragraph content using the Alignment property in the Padding, indents &
spacing section of the paragraph’s properties.

RPE is not a What You See Is What You Get editor (WYSIWYG) so the paragraph
display in Document Studio will not change.
Note:
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Create the footer
6. Create a paragraph in the footer.
7. From the palette add in this order a Page Number, a text element and a Total Page Number
element

8. Set the content of the text element to “/”.
9. Set the paragraph alignment to Center.

Apply the master page
In order for the header and footer to appear in the output document, the master page must be applied in
the document template.
10. Switch to the template content by clicking the Template Content tab in the editor.

11. Drag the master page from the Outline view on the root container in the template. Notice the new
symbol that gets added to the container element.
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Test
Save the template and run the report now to see the document title and the page numbers.

Tip: Use the preview function for quickly testing changes in your report.
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Use a style sheet with the report
The format of a document can be defined in the template through formatting properties but the better
option is through external stylesheets. To apply a stylesheet to your report do the following:
1. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective.
2. Select the Word output.
3. Modify the stylesheet property and set its value to c:\labfiles\reporting\frontpage.dotx using the
… button.

4. Repeat for the PDF output.
Tip: You can use Microsoft Word documents as stylesheets for both the Word and PDF

output of RPE.
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5. Run the report and observe the Word output. Notice the changes from your previous run:
a. Additional front page content.
b. The headings are numbered.
c. The title of the document is in orange.

Using document regions
You can direct the output of RPE elements to a specific region in the output using bookmarks and the
target region property. The front page has a few regions for author, title and date that we can use.
1. Select the title text element in the template.
2. Drag it outside the paragraph but still in the root container.
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3. Delete the paragraph.
4. Apply the Title style to the text element.
5. Set the value of the Target Region property to DocTitle. DocTitle is a bookmark in the
frontpage.dotx file.

6. Run or preview the report again and observe the new layout. The title is now inserted in the
content of the stylesheet.

Using variables to customize the document
To make a template truly reusable, it must be possible for parts of it to change depending on external
factors. RPE template variables are the main mechanism that adds flexibility to the templates. You can
use variables to input data in the document or to take decisions at runtime, such as following links to
related resources. In this example we will use a variable to customize the title that appears in the header of
the document.
1. Open the New variable dialog.
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2. Create an external variable named title.

3. (Optional) Provide a description to the variable to help users know how to use it.
4. (Optional) Provide a default value to the variable.
5. Switch the editor to the MP1 master page.
6. Drag the variable onto the text element containing the static text.
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7. Save your template.
If you do not save the template the new variable will not appear in the report view in
the RPE Launcher perspective.
Note:

8. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective.
9. Select the variable in the report view.
10. Provide a value for the title variable.

11. Save the report as Exercise 5.dsx in C:\labfiles\reporting.
12. Run or preview your report.

Adding a table of contents
The final touch is to add a table of contents to the document.
1. Add a table of contents element inside the root container, right before the title text element.
2. Save the template and run or preview it. RPE automatically populates the table of contents using
the DNG headings from the document.
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Exercise 6: Create a test plan document from
RQM
Before you start
5. Open Document Studio or if already open close all templates and documents
6. Create a new document template
7. Log in CLM 6.0.1

Add the data source
Add a data source for the QM Test cases
1. Open the Add Data Source wizard and select RQM Feed in the list of predefined data sources
2. In the Schema field replace https://[host]:[port] with https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443
3. Authenticate using the marco/marco credentials and “OAuth”
4. Name your data source “RQM Test Cases”
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Create the document frame
1. Create a table with 2 rows and 2 columns
2. Create a text element in each cell
3. The content of the first row is the header of the table. Enter “ID”, “Title” and “State” in the 3
texts
4. Drag the Header Cell style from the outline onto the cells from the first row
5. Set the Row Repeat at page beginning property of the first row to true to create a header row

Save and test
6. Save the template as Exercise 6.dta in c:\labfiles\reporting
7. Run the report using the toolbar icon. Ignore the warning shown by RPE.
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Add the test case information
8. In the data source view expand the feed, entry and content
9. Select the testcase node and drag it onto the second row of the table

10. Add the properties of the testcase in the second row.
a. Drag webid on the first cell’s text. Select Use as value when prompted by RPE

b. Drag title on the second cell’s text
c. Drag state on the third cell’s text. You will not have the option to use it as a value
d. Drag the “_value” property under “state” onto the text

Note:

A text element can have both a query and a value.

11.
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RQM Test Case Feed URL
In order to run the report you need to configure the report with the URL of the data. The QM Reportable
REST API is documented on https://jazz.net/wiki/bin/view/Main/RqmApi
1. The URL that gives all the test cases in the JKE Banking project is:
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.serv
ice.IIntegrationService/resources/JKE+Banking+(Quality+Management)/test
case

2. The data returned accessing the above URL does not include the details of the testcases, only
their title and href. To get the details you need to add the abbreviate=false query parameter to
the request. The calmlinks=true parameter is required if you need link information.
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.serv
ice.IIntegrationService/resources/JKE+Banking+(Quality+Management)/test
case?abbreviate=false&calmlinks=true

3. To include only the test cases belonging to a specific test plan a special syntax is required.
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.serv
ice.IIntegrationService/resources/JKE+Banking+(Quality+Management)/test
case?fields=feed/entry/content/testcase/(*|testplan[@href="<testplan
href>"])

To get the test cases for the User Acceptance test plan the URL is:
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.serv
ice.IIntegrationService/resources/JKE+Banking+(Quality+Management)/test
case?fields=feed/entry/content/testcase/(*|testplan[@href="https://clm.
jkebanking.net:9443/qm/service/com.ibm.rqm.integration.service.IIntegra
tionService/resources/JKE+Banking+(Quality+Management)/testplan/urn:com
.ibm.rqm:testplan:2"])

Test the report
1. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective
2. Select the RQM Test Cases data source in the report view
3. Enter the URL #3 from the above list in test case in the URI property
4. Run the report
Tip: Use the Preview function for fast document generating when building and testing the

template
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Details
Sort the data
1. Activate the properties view
2. Select the 2nd row of the table, the one with the test case query on it
3. Select the data tab in the properties view and open the sort editor using the “…” button

4. From the left pane select the WebId property and add it to the sort list using the “>>” button

5. Save the template
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Format state information
With the data in place it is now time to make the document look nice
1. Double click the text element holding the state information to edit its content
2. Switch to the Script Expression tab of the editor
3. Drag the _value property from the left hand side tree and add the text as shown in the image
below. This will shorten the value for state shown in the document

4. Close the editor and in the Properties View for the same text element select the Font tab
5. Open the Color editor using the “…” button

6. In the value editor switch to the Script Expression tab
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7. Select the _value property from the left hand side tree and enter the following code

8. Save the template

Apply a stylesheet
The final touch for creating a good looking document is to apply a stylesheet.
1. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective
2. Select the Word output
3. In the Stylesheet property select the frontpage.dotx from C:\labfiles\reporting using the “…”
button

4. Repeat step 2 and 3 for the PDF output
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5. Save the document specification
6. Run the document
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Exercise 7: Create a sprint document from RTC
Before you start
1. Open Document Studio or if already open close all templates and documents
2. Create a new document template
3. Log in CLM 6.0.1

Add the data source
1. Open the Add Data Source wizard and select RTC Workitems from the list of predefined data
sources
2. Replace the [host] and [port] placeholders with “clm.jkebanking.net” and “9443”
3. Authenticate using the marco/marco credentials and “OAuth”
4. Name the data source RTC Workitems
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Create the document frame
1. Create a table with 2 rows and 2 columns
2. Create a text element in each cell
3. The content of the first row is the header of the table. Enter ID, Title and State in the 3 texts
4. Drag the Header Cell style from the outline onto the cells from the first row
5. Set the Row Repeat at page beginning property of the first row to true to create a header row

Save and test
6. Save the template as Exercise 7.dta in c:\labfiles\reporting
7. Preview the report using the toolbar icon. Ignore the warning shown by RPE.

Tip: Use the Preview function for fast testing of the document template.
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Add the workitem information
8. In the Data Source View expand the workitem node and select workiItem
9. Drag workitem/workItem onto the second row of the table

10. Add the properties for workitem in the second row
a. Drag the type element of workItem onto the text in the first cell in the second row
b. Drag the name element of type on the same text element. Select Use as value

c. Double click the 2nd text cell in the second row and switch to the Script Expression tab
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d. In the left hand side tree select id and summary and enter the following code in the
expression editor: id + “ “ + summary

e. Drag the state element of workItem onto the text in the third cell in the 2nd row
f.

Drag the name element of type on the same text element. Select use as value

11. You should have the following in the editor now

Test the report
1. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective
2. Select the RTC Workitems data source in the report view
3. Enter RTC’s Reportable REST URL in the URI property. The URL is
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/ccm/rpt/repository/workitem
4. Use marco/marco for credentials and OAuth for authentication type
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5. Save the report as Exercise 7.dsx in c:\labfiles\reporting

Add the target iteration for each work item
1. Add a new cell in the first row between cells 2 and 3
2. Add a text element with the content Iteration
3. Apply the Header cell style to the cell
4. Add a new cell in the second row between cells 2 and 3
5. Add a text element in the new cell
6. From the data source view drag the target element of workItem onto the third cell in the 2 nd row
7. From the data source view drag the name element of type on the same text element. Select Use as
value
8. You should have this now

9. Run the report and observe the results

Filter the work items by their target iteration
The most efficient way for filtering data is using the capabilities of the data source. This filters the data on
the server side resulting in reduced network traffic and processing on the RPE side.
10. Select the 2nd row of the table, the one with the workitem/workitems query
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11. In the Properties View select the Data tab

12. In the editor introduce the following expression: target/name="Sprint 2"

13. Run the report and observe that only workitems targeted for the first sprint will be shown

Color code the state and type information
To make the document easier to read we can color code the state and type information.
1. Select the type text element ( first cell in the second row)
2. In the properties view switch to the Font tab and open the Color editor
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3. Enter the code printed below to color defects in red and stories in blue

4. Save the template
5. Select the state text element ( last cell in the second row)
6. In the properties view switch to the Font tab and open the Color editor
7. Enter the code printed below to color resolved items in green
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8. Save the template
9. Run the report and observe the results

Make the filter customizable by the report user
To make the template more reusable we need to give end users the ability to change the target iteration to
print without modifying the template. This can be done using Template variables.
1. From the Data menu create a new external variable and name it iteration
External variables are visible in the RPE Document Specification and users can
provide values to them. Internal variables are not visible in the report.
Note:

2. (Optional) provide a description and a default value to the variable

3. Select the 2nd row of the table, the one with the query
4. In the properties view open the Filter editor in the Data tab
5. Select the hardcoded Sprint 2 text ( including the quotes) and delete it
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6. From the left hand side tree drag the iteration variable at the end of the expression. Surround
${iteration} with quotes. Your filter should look like this:

Test the changes
1. Save the template
A variable will not appear in the report view of the RPE Launcher perspective until
you save the template after your create it.
Note:

2. Switch to the RPE Launcher perspective
3. Select the variable in the Report View
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4. Enter an iteration name in the “value” field, for example Product Backlog

5. Run the report and observe that only workitems targeting the Defect Backlog are printed
6. Change the variable’s value to Sprint 1 and run the report again. Observe the results.
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Exercise 8: Create a traceability document with
details using RPE and JRS
In this exercise you will learn how to mix JRS and traditional methods for building traceability
documents. This exercise requires you to complete exercise 6
Note:

This exercise has as prerequisites exercise 4

The document created in exercise 6 does not contain the Work item text. There are many other properties
of the CLM resources that are not available in JRS as they are not required for the JRS reports but they
are needed for documents. These details can be obtained by making requests to the Reportable REST API.

Before you start
1. Open Document Studio or if already open close all templates and documents
2. Load the template and document specification you have created in exercise 4
3. Log in CLM 6.0.1

Add the work item details not present in JRS
Connect to the RTC Reportable REST API
We’ll add the work item text in the same cell that currently holds the work item’s summary.
1. Open the Add Data Source wizard and select RTC Workitems in the list of predefined data
sources
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2. Replace the [host] and [port] placeholders with “clm.jkebanking.net” and “9443”
3. Authenticate using the marco/marco credentials and “OAuth”

4.

Select the 6th cell in the 2nd row of the template

5. Switch to the Zoom Editor to simplify editing. You can switch between full template content and
zoom as you like.

Tip: Use the zoom editor every time you have to perform multiple operations in the same

template element
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6. Create a container in the cell right after the text element
7. Using the General section of the properties view name the new container workitem details
8. Using the palette create a Dynamic Data Source
9. From the Outline View drag the RTC Workitems data source onto the DDS element
10. Since JRS and RTC use the same credentials we can set the DDS element to reuse the of the JTS
data source for RTC Workitems

11. There is however a difference between the RTC and JRS data source, RTC uses OAuth for
authentication while by default the JRS Reportable API uses Basic authentication. We can specify
this difference in the Dynamic configuration section of the DDS properties. Set OAuth for the
Authentication property
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12. The URL of the RTC Workitems data source is built from the HREF stored in JRS

Tip: The RTC Workitems data source is now fully configured with no input required from

the user whatsoever. Such data sources are best hidden from the report
13. .With the RTC Workitems data source selected in the Outline View set the Configuration
required property to hidden in the Properties View

14. Save the template
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Conditional execution
The workitem details can be retrieved only if there is a workitem associated with the test case. The
hyperlink element is always generated, even when there is no linked test case. This will cause errors at
runtime so we need to ensure RPE follows the RTC links only when such a link exists.
15. Select the workitem details element
16. In the Properties View open the Condition Editor from the General tab
17. Set the condition to be URL2 != ””

18. With the above condition in place the DDS container and its elements will only be evaluated if a
workitem associated with the current test case exists
19. Save the template

Add the work item details
20. Create a paragraph right after the DDS element inside the workitem details container
21. From the left hand side tree drag the workitem/workItem element of the RTC Wokitems data
source onto the paragraph
22. Create a text element inside the paragraph
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23. Drag the description element of the workItem element onto the text element

24. Save the template

Test the results
1. Without any modifications to the DSX file from exercise 6 run the report again.
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Exercise 9: Exploring the RPE Web UI
This exercise is meant to introduce you the RPE Web UI.

Getting started with RPENG
1. Open the browser and go to http://clm.jkebanking.net:9090/rpeng
2. Login using ryan/xyz

Home Page
The home page of RPENG contains 3 sections

1. Navigation pane
2. Menu
a. Notifications
b. User settings and logout
c. Help
3. Content
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Design Page
1. Go to the Design page
The Design page is visible and accessible only for report designers. If you login
using susan/xyz who is a report user you will not see be able to access it.
Note:

2. Click on the Click here to generate the examples link

3. Wait for RPE to create the test data
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Generate Page
4. Once RPE finishes creating the examples go to the Generate page

5. The anatomy of the Generate page is
1. The name of the reports available to you
2. The tags for the report. If you are a report designer you can edit them right here
3. Run Report immediately
4. Schedule report
5. Show the list of documents generated for this report
6. Show the URL of the report. This is useful for sharing the document
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6. Start the New Glimpse report
7. In the Generate document dialog select “BBC World News Feed” for the RSS source.

8. Click Generate. RPE shows the progress next to the report in the Generate page.

The time shown for the first execution of a report is always 1 minute. Subsequent
executions of the report will show more accurate estimates based on past results.
Note:
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View Page
9. Once the document generation is complete you can access the results from the View page

10. The View page gives access to all the report executions on the server that you have access to. The
anatomy of the page is:
1) Report Name
2) Document Tags – you can change them if you are the owner of the document
3) Download archive – downloads a zip with all the outputs of the report ( doc, pdf)
4) Download individual output format - Word
5) Download individual output format - PDF
6) Date and time of the report execution
7) View the document generation log
8) Share document with all other users on the server
9) Promote document – the document will not be deleted by the maintenance jobs of the
server
10) Delete result
11) Get the link to this report result
12) Allows to group results by report or ungrouped ( default)
13) Search report executions in the entire Database
14) Search report executions in the current page
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Exercise 10: Create and run a custom report in
the RPE Web UI
This exercise will familiarize you with creating and using assets on the new RPE Web UI.
This exercise has as prerequisite one of the exercise from 1 to 5. I will be using the
template from exercise 4 and if you skipped that one you can use any of the other exercises.
Note:

Creating the RPENG assets
1) Login to RPENG as ryan/xyz

Create the RPENG template resource
2) Go to Design page and click Upload asset. Make sure the Templates tab is selected
a. Give a meaningful name to the template
b. In the file section select the Exercise 6.dta from c:\labfiles\reporting
c. (optional but highly recommended ) provide a description and tags

3) Click Upload to create the resource
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Create the RPENG report
4) Click the Create Report button from the Design page
5) Fill the report
a. Drag the RTC Iteration Template from the Available Templates list into the
Templates used in this report one
b. Select the Word output
c. (optional) select the Front Page stylesheet from the list
d. Give a meaningful name to the report and provide a suggestive description and tags

6) Click Save
7) Click Back to design to return to the Design page
The Make available for document generation is left unchecked for the time being.
This allows the template designer to test the templates before the end users gain access to
them.
Note:
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Create a data connection
Unlike the RPE Launcher, RPENG does not require the end user to enter URLs. It is the report designers’
responsibility to create “connection” objects which the end user will then select at runtime.
8) In the design page switch to the “Connections” tab and click “Add Connection”

9) Enter the connection data
a. Provide a meaningful name to the connection alongside with a good description
b. In the URL field enter the same value you have used in in Exercise 6:
https://clm.jkebanking.net:9443/ccm/rpt/repository/workitem

10) Click Save
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016
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Run the report
With all the assets in place you are now ready to run the report.
1) Go to the Generate page
2) Click the Generate Document button for the new report

3) Configure the data source
a. Select the JKE Banking Workitems connection from the list
b. Enter your CLM credentials (ex: marco/marco)
c. (optional) provide tags for the generated documents
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4) Click Next to configure the variables
a. Enter Sprint 2 in the Iteration variable

5) Click Generate. This closes the dialog and starts the process
6) When the document generation is complete the report becomes available in the View page.

Tip: If the document generation fails you can learn more about the error from the log in the

View Page
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Appendix A Useful knowledge
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RPE Actual



IBM Fix Central



IBM Software RFE Community



Official RPE page



RPE DevWorks Forum



RPE DevWorks Wiki



RPE Product documentation – All versions



RPE Product documentation – 2.0.1



RPE System Requirements



RPE System Requirements Generator
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